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Abstract. In order to hit the target accurately for military missile, its target image must be accurate.
However, in practice the target image often encounter noise. Therefore, it is very important of
image de-noising, and it has become a key step of the digital image pre-process. In this paper firstly
we discuss the type of noise, and then we will introduction the de-noise principle of Wiener filtering
and BM3D. At last the results show the effectiveness of method.
Introduction
In order to accurately hit the target for military missile, the target and the scene around it will be
taken pictures by the television camera tube, and these will be transmitted to the guidance station
through the transmitter. Data manipulation can see them on the screen, so it can be more intuitive
manipulation missile to improve the accuracy. All images are transmitted through the form of digital
image in the channel. The defender will often interfere with the channel using communication
technology in order to reduce the accuracy of missile. The receiver receives the signal after filtering,
and there is still an amount of noise in signal. When the signal noise ratio of the image is less than 1,
we cannot recognize the target in image, so it will makes missile guidance functions lost.
The Type of Noise
The image noise is that the image is suffered a random signal interference when it acquisition or
transmission. It prevents us to accept their information for image. Many times the image noise is as
a multi-dimensional stochastic process. So we can use the method of random process to describe
image noise[1].
Classification by the relations of noise and signal
Additive noise: it is not relevant between additive noise and image signal strength. For
operational amplifier and the image noise added in transmission, the image g with this noise can be
as the ideal image f with no noise adding the noise n.
Multiplicative noise: it is relevant between additive noise and image signal strength. It often
changes with the image signal varies. For the noise of scanned images, TV raster and film grain,
these are multiplicative noise. The noise generated by carrying information for each pixel
modulated by the information itself. In some cases, if the signal has small change, the same to
noise.
Classification by the probability density function
Gaussian noise: In the spatial domain and frequency domain, Because of Gaussian noise (also
called a normal noise) in mathematics tractability, this noise model is often used in practice.
Impulse noise: Bipolar impulse noises, also is known as salt and pepper noise, sometimes also
called shot noise and spikes[2].
The image de-noising algorithm
There are many images de-noising algorithm. In this paper we focus on the algorithm of wiener
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filtering and BM3D. We will use the peak signal noise ratio (PSNR) to evaluate algorithm
performance.
Wiener filtering: Wiener filter is a filter put forward by Wiener in the 1940s. It is an adaptive
MMSE (Minimum Mean Square Error) filter. The method of wiener filter is a statistical method.
The Optimal criteria it using is based on the correlation matrix of image and noise. It will adjust the
output of filter by local variance of image and the bigger local variance, the stronger smoothing
effect of the filter.
Wiener filter is an image recovery method with restraint. It integrates the characteristics both
degraded image and image noise. Suppose the original image is f ( x, y ) and De-noised image
is fˆ ( x, y ) . Wiener filtering will make the least of mean square error between original image and
de-noised image. As shown in Formula 1.
(1)
E{[ f ( x, y ) − fˆ ( x, y )]2 } =
min
In Equation 1, E is mathematical expectation, so wiener filter is also known as the minimum
mean Variance filter. Wiener filtering is based on minimizing the statistical criterion, and the results
obtained from wiener filtering are optimal average sense. We can use Fourier transform to deduce
the principles of wiener filtering.
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BM3D:BM3D de-noising algorithm is currently the most common and performance image
noise algorithm[3]. It uses the correlation for space and temporal in image to effective de-noise.
BM3D de-noising algorithm is based on a three-dimensional block matching transform domain to
filter. The image operation with the sliding window, the image is divided into several blocks, then
search for each reference block in order to search similarity block. According to the degree of
similarity of the block, the block matching will be combined to form a three-dimensional matrix.
The matrix of data having high correlation, we can effectively reduce their relevance by
three-dimensional unitary transformation. Meanwhile, by the transform domain coefficients
filtering, the noise can be greatly reduced. Then the three-dimensional inverse transform can be
estimated value of each block of similar. We get the finally de-noising image by estimating of all
similar blocks to reconstruct weighting.
It has two steps for BM3D algorithm: it will get evaluated de-noising image using filtering
methods with hard threshold and it will get the finally de-noising image using evaluated de-noising
image and original image.
Detailed steps are as follows:
Step 1: Each element represented as an image block of 8*8.
Step 2: Double orthogonal wavelet transform to each image block.
Step 3: Setting a threshold value.
Step 4: Calculate the distance difference between image blocks. We will take out the image
block which distance difference is smaller than the threshold value. Re-assembled into the
three-dimensional data, we will get 1-dimensional filtering for this three-dimensional data.
Step 5: We will get the finally result after inverse transform of the reconstructed image.

Test Results
The experiments divided into two part, these are we use wiener filtering algorithm to de-noise
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for images which have additive noise and multiplicative noise and we use BM3D algorithm to
de-noise for images which have additive noise and multiplicative noise. In this paper the peak signal
noise ratio (PSNR) will be used to evaluate algorithm performance especially for complex military
texture image. The formulas of RMSE and PSNR will be given.
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Firstly, we will add noise to the original, then use wiener filtering and BM3D algorithms to
de-noising. Last we calculate the PSNR based on the filtered results.

(a) Original Image

(b) Noisy Image
(c) De-noising Image
Fig.1 The wiener filter experimental results

For wiener filtering, the value of RMSE and PSNR are 37.996 and 16.536 before de-noising
and after de-noising the value of RMSE and PSNR change to 9.079 and 28.969.

(a) Original Image

(b) Noisy Image
(c) De-noising Image
Fig.2 The BM3D experimental results

For BM3D, the value of RMSE and PSNR are 42.426 and 14.795 before de-noising and after
de-noising the value of RMSE and PSNR change to 10.441 and 29.755.From the results, Wiener
filtering and BM3D algorithm can effectively de-noise in the image.
Conclusion
The image in reality almost has noise. When the noise is serious, it will affect the image
segmentation, recognition and understanding especially for military image. Because the military
image has more complex texture, the noise is likely to reduce image quality and impact of military
activities. In this paper we focus on the common types of noise and the principles of de-noising
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algorithm. We also study the algorithm of wiener filtering and BM3D in military image. We get the
applicability of the algorithm for different noise by comparing the experimental and data.
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